SOP for Madhya Pradesh

1. Person from Kerala stranded in Madhya Pradesh
   a. Has to register himself/herself on Norka Roots website (https://www.registernorkaroots.org/) and secure the pass through e-jagratha website of Government of Kerala (https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/).
   b. Has to register in https://mapit.gov.in/Covid19/ for getting permission from Madhya Pradesh Government or call and register through 0755-2411180.
   c. Only upon fulfilling these two conditions he/she can travel.

2. Person from Madhya Pradesh stranded in Kerala
   a. Has to register in https://mapit.gov.in/Covid19/ for getting permission from Madhya Pradesh Government or call and register through 0755-2411180.
   b. Has to approach the District Collector of his/her Residential district in Kerala or register through e-jagratha website of Government of Kerala (https://covid19jagratha.kerala.nic.in/), undergo medical screening in Kerala and secure transit pass for Madhya Pradesh.
   c. Medical screening at designated centres notified by resident District Collector in Kerala
   d. Only after fulfilling these two conditions, he/she can travel.